
Washakie Ranger District Travel Management Field Trip    07/25/2015 

Participants: 

Jim Bailey; Moose “Don” Walters; Dan E Smith; Dick Johnson; Josh and Logan Milek (State Trails); 
Gary Fisher; Mary Longtine; W. L. Alsea; M. K. Allred; Dand and DeAnn Merrill; Edd Pickett; Ghent 
Balber; Steve Schacht (FS); Rob Robertson (FS); Ty and Avery McNair; Glenda H. Lavuicka; Ivan Laird; 
Daniel Bryant (FS); Jim Smail (FS) 

Highlights from the trip: 

The group was primarily made up of Fremont County ATV club members.  We met at 9:00 AM at South 
Pass at the east end of the Louis Lake Road.  The group travelled together to Grannier Meadow and then 
over to the Limestone Road, across the Little Popo Agie and up through Maxon Basin to Louis Lake. 

Possible routes were presented and described by members of the public as follows: 

• Open old logging road 358 to connect at FSR 305. This route would be about 1/3 to 1/2 mile in 
length along closed road bed. This is currently open to over snow travel.  

• Connect the old road bed along FSR 363 1/3 to 1/2 mile to connect to FSR 361 or 362. There is 
an old roadbed in place. May need new construction to take portion of old road out of stream. 

• Create route from FSR 305-1B to FSR 352.  Could grade around hill to short spur that connects to 
FSR 352 is one possibility. 

NOTE: Steve Schacht shared that nothing has been decided yet but expects that any newly constructed 
routes that connect to established roads would be limited to 50” vehicles and be motorized trails and not 
constructed to FS standard for roads open to passenger vehicles. 

Steve S. asked the following question to poll the group’s thoughts on the issue: 

Question:  “Is it appropriate to have many or even most of the routes between the Limestone Rd. and the 
Loop Road be open to passenger vehicles? The current condition of many of these routes may be more 
appropriately identified as Motorized Trails  

• Group generally did not feel that taking away use from passenger vehicles was something they 
really wanted to support at this time.  They didn’t really desire to back proposal to eliminate a 
user group which they felt a 50” restriction would do. 

• Someone shared that the Med-Bow is struggling with this very issue and it is very difficult.  It has 
been a struggle to determine how to define types of allowable vehicles (jeeps, side by sides vs. 
passenger etc).   It was discussed that some new models of  side by side vehicles weigh more and 
can have more impact than a modified Willies Jeeps,  old CJ Jeeps, or a Suzuki Samurais that are 
currently using the system now. So how would we  identify which vehicles to eliminate? 

• Seasonal closures may be a better option; this would allow the Forest to seasonally close sections 
of system for periods of time based upon resource conditions.  This would require flexibility for 
the District to close specific types of use or all use based upon conditions.   


